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ABSTRACT 
Turbo machines are  used extensively in  
Aerospace, Power Generation,    and    Oil    &    
Gas Industries.   Efficiency   of   these 
machines is often  an  important factor    and    
has    led    to    the continuous  effort  to  
improve  the design      to      achieve      better 
efficiency.      The   objective   of work 
presented is to design Axial flow compressor  
by  using  mean line   method   for   a   given   
mass flow  rate  and  required  pressure ratio. 
The parameters determined also     include     
thermodynamic properties  of  the  working  
fluid, stage efficiency, number of rotor and  
stator  blades,  tip  and  hub diameters,     blade     
dimensions (chord,   length   and   space)   for 
both    rotor    and    stator,    Mach number,  
flow  and  blade  angles (blade   twist) .   NACA   
4   digit profiles   are   used   to   generate 
coordinates of the blade. Further, in  the  
process  the  first  stage  of axial  flow  
compressor  blade  is developed    using    Solid    
works modeling. 
KEYWORDS: Ideal cycle analysis, NACA 
series, axial compressor blades 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Axial-flow    compressors    are used  in  medium  
to  large  thrust gas  turbine  and  jet  engines.  
The compressor  rotates  at  very  high speeds,   
adding   energy   to   the airflow  while  at  the  
same  time compressing   it   into   a   smaller 
space.  The  design  of  axial  flow compressors 
is a great challenge, both       aerodynamically       
and mechanically.          [1]         The aerodynamic  
compressor  design process    basically    consists    
of mean  line  prediction  calculation, through   
flow   calculation,   and blading   procedures.   
The   mean line  prediction  is  the  first  step 

within compressor design. It is a simple         one         
dimensional calculation   of   flow   parameters 
along  the  mid-height  line  of  the compressor        
where        global parameters     as     the     annulus 
geometry,  the  number  of  stages, and  the  stage  
pressure  ratios  are scaled.   These   calculations   
also include                 thermodynamic properties  
of  the  working  fluid, stage  efficiency,  and  
number  of rotor  and  stator  blades,  tip  and hub 
diameters, chord, length and space   of   blade   
for   rotor   and stator,  Mach  number,  flow  and 
blade  angles.  A  repeated  stage calculation  is  
made  to  calculate the    above    parameters    
along compressor   stages.   The   usual way of 
designing the compressor blades     would     
require     blade parameters including inlet, outlet, 
stagger,   camber   and   deflection angles.  a  
suitable  aerofoil  would be  extracted  through  
the  above mentioned   parameters.   But   the 
challenge  one  would  face  is  the testing  of  
aerodynamic  stability of such airfoils. Hence, 
this work presents          an          innovative 
collaboration  between  the  turbo machine     
prerequisites     of     a compressor     and     
aerodynamic stability  of  the  blades  by  fitting 
the suitable NACA 4 digit series aerofoil  co  
ordinates.  The  paper also throws light on the 
range of the NACA series that can be used for      
respective      performance requirements. 
 

I. IDEAL CYCLE ANALYSIS: 
Thrust = m*((1+f)*ue-u) + (Pe– Pa) Ae 

 
Based    on    the    required thrust   and   velocity   
of   aircraft, pressure ratio and mass flow rate is   
calculated   using   the   above relationship. 
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Fig 1: Variation of pressure co efficient with 
respect to thrust values 
 

II. TRACK DESIGN 
From  cycle  analysis,  pressure ratio  is  4.15  and  
air  mass  flow rate   is   20   kg/sec.   Also,   Axial 
velocity  Ca=150  m/s  and  blade speed of 
250rpm is considered. The  type  of  annulus  is  
decided and   the   radius   of   the   track, 
thermodynamic     properties     at inlet and outlet, 
are calculated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2: Track design data 
 

III. STAGE BY STAGE DESIGN 
The    conventional    way    of designing    each    
stage    follows that,  air  exits  from  the  previous 
row  of  stator  blades  at  angle  of α1with  
absolute  velocity  C1.The rotor      rows      has      
tangential velocity,  and  combining  the  two 
velocity vectors gives the relative inlet velocity 
vector W1 at angle β1.At    rotor    row    outlet    
the velocity  triangles  are  similar  to those   draw   
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for   the   axial   flow pump,    and    absolute    
velocity vector  C2  moves  into  the  stator row  
where  the  flow  direction  is changed  to  C3  
with  the absolute velocity   C3The   diagram   
have been drawn showing a large gap between   
the   rotor   and   stator blades. In practice, the 
clearance between  the  rotor  and  stator  is very 
small. If the following stage is the same as the 
preceding one the stage is said to be normal. For 
a normal stage C1=C3 and α1 = α3. V2  is  less  
than  V1, showing that diffusion of relative 
velocity has  taken  place  with  some static 
pressure   rise   across   the   rotor blades. The air 
is turned towards the  axial  direction  by  the  
blade camber   and   the   effective   flow area  is  
increased  from  inlet  to outlet,  thus  causing  
diffusion  to take  place.  Similar  diffusion  of 
the  absolute  velocity  takes  place in  the  stator  
where  the  absolute velocity  vector  is  again  
turned towards  the  axial  direction  and further 
pressure rise occurs. 
If Rotor inlet is considered as Station    1,    from    
the    set    of equations   as   below,   Air   inlet 
angle  can  be  determined:  As  no inlet guide 
vane α1 is considered as Zero. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 3: Velocity triangles for rotor 

 

 
 
Fig 4: Rotor blade parameters 
 
In the present work, we calculate the inlet blade 
angle and choose a suitable NACA aerofoil 
which provides us the outlet blade angles. 
 

IV.     Choosing NACA aerofoil 
Even though NACA four digit corresponds to 
maximum camber, maximum camber position 
and maximum aerofoil thickness, the latter 
parameter is insignificant to our current area of 
focus. 
Considering           diffusion factor  <  0.5  as  
the  criterion  for credible      design,      from      
the calculations    [7],    the    4    digit NACA     
series     that     can     be incorporated           when      
whirl component at inlet is zero are: 
 

  
Table 1: Range of NACA 4 digit series 

For maximum camber beyond 3, we observe 
flow separation, hence cannot be utilized 
The blade profile was designed using Solid 
Works software. 
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Fig 5: CAD model of rotor blade using Solid 
Works 

 
Fig 6: 3D printed model of rotor blade 
 
V.     VALIDATION OF NACA 
AEROFOIL 
Even though the diffusion factor helps us in 
checking the flow separation condition, 
validation study through CFD analysis helps in 
obtaining the pressure distribution over the 
blade. The validation data of drag and lift co 
efficient characteristics mentioned is obtained 
by experiments in wind tunnel conducted on 
NACA 2412 aerofoil [7]. 
 
 

 
Fig 7: Cl vs Cd characteristics of 
NACA 2412[7] 

 
Fig 8: Pressure distribution over NACA 2412 
for 0 angle of attack[7] 
 
CONCLUSION 
This work presented a new method of 
designing axial compressor blades. The work 
was carried out broadly in two segments; 

 Calculations of the input parameters to 
satisfy the requirements 

 Designing of blades by choosing 
suitable NACA 4 digit series and 
obtaining the corresponding output 
parameters 

 
Thus, with known value of thrust and jet 
velocity, rotor and stator blade profiles can be 
generated using this method which also 
provides validation for the designed blade 
profiles. CFD analysis has been carried out for 
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the identification of the domain of the flow 
separation and it was seen that the blade does 
not have any severe adverse pressure gradient 
regions. 
 
FUTURE WORK 
This work can be extended to higher digit 
NACA series for different initial assumptions 
by analyzing the influence of aerofoil 
thickness on the performance of the axial 
compressor. The effect of blade profile on the 
efficiency and performance can be analyzed. 
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